Recent advances in the dark adaptation investigations
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Abstract

- Dark adaptation is a highly sensitive neural function and may be the first symptom of many status including the physiologic and pathologic entity, suggesting that it could be instrumental for diagnose. However, shortcomings such as the lack of standardized parameters, the long duration of examination, and subjective randomness would substantially impede the use of dark adaptation in clinical work. In this review we summarize the recent research about the dark adaptation, including two visual cycles –canonical and cone-specific visual cycle, affecting factors and the methods for measuring dark adaptation. In the opinions of authors, intensive investigations are needed to be done for the widely use of this significant visual function in clinic.
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INTRODUCTION

Most vertebrates contain two types of photoreceptors, the rods and the cones, which have distinct functional properties and mutually contribute to our visual function including dark adaptation. Rods are several-hundred fold more sensitive than cones, but saturate at relatively low levels of light, while cones have an extremely high photon saturation threshold. Dark adaptation refers to how the eye recovers its sensitivity in the dark following exposure to bright lights. Most studies of dark adaptation concentrated on the two well-established pathways: the canonical cycle and the cone-specific cycle. The combined actions of two cycles are essential for the complete dark adaptation. Moreover, dark adaptation is a practical diagnostic aid because it is a highly sensitive neural function. However, dark adaptometry’s utility has been impeded by the lack of standardized parameters, the long duration of examination and subjective randomness. Intensive investigations are searching for novel methods to this significant visual function.

In this review we summarized the recent research about the dark adaptation, including two visual cycles, affecting factors and the methods of measuring dark adaptation. The objective of this review is to strengthen the importance of dark adaptation, and attract more attention to investigate in order to monitor and protect this significant visual function.

VISUAL CYCLE

Dark adaptation is virtually a biochemical process of photopigments regeneration in the photoreceptors. Two visual cycles were well established for dark adaptation: the canonical visual cycle (Figure 1) and the cone-specific visual cycle (Figure 2). The former regenerates photopigments slowly through the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and provides for both rods and cones, while the latter regenerates photopigments rapidly through the Müller cells, other than the RPE, and just for the cones[1,2].

Canonical Visual Cycle The processes of photopigments regeneration in the canonical visual cycle occur in the photoreceptor cells, then transfer to the RPE, and finally back to photoreceptors. The atRAL is released into the bilayer of out segment disc membranes, and transported to the cytoplasm through diffusion by ATP-binding cassette transporter 4 (ABCA4)[3,4]. Several evidences suggested that ABCA4 is expressed in both rods and cones and may be functional to transport atRAL across disk membranes[5,6]. Then the released atRAL is reduced to all-trans retinol (atROL), which is catalyzed by NADPH dependent all-trans retinol dehydrogenase (RDH) [7,8]. Both RDH8 (also known as photoreceptor RDH, prRDH) and RDH12 contribute to atRAL reduction [9], particularly the former is the main contributor to the total RDH activity[10,11].
Figure 1 The canonical visual cycle.

Transfer from photoreceptors to retinal pigment epithelium. The remaining steps of dark adaptation occur in RPE, thus it is required that the atROL should be transported into RPE. This process is promoted by the interphotoreceptor retinol binding protein (IRBP) that produced by the photoreceptors. Unlike other binding proteins which contain a single retinoid binding site, IRBP has at least three high affinity sites, which can bind several isomeric forms of retinol and retinal, but it has a favorite affinity for all-trans and 11-cis retinoid. In addition to IRBP, there are two other ways for atROL transportation, the first is the endocytosis of holo-IRBP, and the other is the phagocytosis of RPE. Finally, RPE takes up atROL from photoreceptors.

Reaction within the retinal pigment epithelium. Within the RPE cells, atROL combined with another retinoid binding protein-the cellular retinol binding protein (CRBP), which has two isoforms: CRBP-I and CRBP-II, while only the CRBP-I was selectively expressed in the eye. CRBP-I has a 100-fold higher affinity to binding with atROL than the IRBP, and this difference may facilitates atROL to dissociate from IRBP.

The atROL is esterified into all-trans retinyl ester (atRE) by the LRAT. The LRAT rapidly and reversibly transfers an acyl group to atRE, and then atRE is isomerized to 11-cis retinol (11cROL) in the isomerization cycle. The isomerization reaction is catalyzed by RPE65, Isomerase I [30-32] and could be inhibited by its product [33]. Combined with another protein called cellular retinaldehyde binding protein (CRALBP), 11cROL is oxidized and transformed into retinal by the NADPH independent 11-cis RDH. During this process, RDH5 and RDH11 mutually contribute to the 11-cis RDH function in the RPE, and RDH5 plays the pivotal role while RDH11 is supplementary. It should be point out that RDH10 can substitute for RDH5 under experimental conditions.

In addition, the 11cROL can also be esterified into the 11-cis retinyl ester (11cRE) by LRAT. This is a reversible process, and the 11cRE can be reduced to 11cROL to replenish for the photopigments regeneration.

Transfer the 11-cis retinal back to the photoreceptor and subsequent reactions. IRBP is believed to be able to carry the 11cROL and transfer it back to the outer segments for pigment regeneration. The binding affinities of photopigments to IRBP followed this order: 11cRAL > atROL > atRAL > 11cROL. Several studies showed that the retinal binding protein (RB) might also participate in the transportation of 11cRAL.

After transported back to the photoreceptors, the 11cRAL combined with opsins to reconstitute functional pigments, and then light sensitivity regained (Figure 1).

Cones-specific Visual Cycle. The different function of photoreceptors required exact properties of their photopigments. After equal levels of bleaching, cones recover sensitivity approximately 10-fold faster than the rods. Several studies showed that cones might get access to a special source of photopigments which is exclusively independent of RPE. In addition, other investigations suggested that Muller cells could act as a cellular site for photopigments regeneration. These results strongly support the existence of a cone-specific visual cycle which involving the Muller cells other than the RPE.

Reaction in the photoreceptor and subsequent retinoid transportation. 11cRAL is isomerized to atRAL by light absorption and then is transferred to the cytoplasm by ATP-binding cassette transporter (ABCR). The reaction in the cone-specific visual cycle is similar to the canonical visual cycle. The released atRAL is reduced to atROL by the NADPH dependent all-trans RDH. RDH8 and retina-derived short chain dehydrogenase/reductase-1 (retSDR1) mutually contribute to the reduction of atRAL.

Subsequently, the atROL is transported to Muller cells. IRBP should be responsible for this transportation of retinoid between cones and Muller cells.

Reaction in the Muller cell. The atROL is bound to CRBP and transported to the Muller Cell. The following processes in the Muller cells are distinguishing from that in the RPE. The atROL reactions follow two ways: 1) atROL is directly isomerized to 11cROL by DES1 (dihydroceramide desaturase-1, Isomerase II) and RPE65. Unlike RPE65 which uses atRE as substrate, DES1 in retinas acts directly on the atROL. 2) atROL is esterified to atRE, reversibly, atRE may also be hydrolyzed to atROL by retinyl ester hydrolases (REH). atRE could be isomerohydrolyzed to 11cROL.
directly by an isomerohydrolase (IMH)-based mechanism. Then, the 11cROL has three paths to continue. One is the esterified path in which the 11cROL is transformed into 11cRE by acyl retinol acyl transferase (ARAT). The production of retinyl esters was highest in the presence of CRALBP, palmitoyl CoA, and 11cROL. Interestingly, the rate of 11cRE synthesis is dependent on the concentration of atROL, suggesting that the two reactions might be correlated. Under dark adaptation, it can be reversed into 11cROL by 11-cis REH and be transferred to the photoreceptor for pigment regeneration. The second path is that 11cROL is oxidized to 11cRAL by a retinol dehydrogenase in the Muller cell, the production will be bound to and protected by CRALBP. At last, 11cROL is released into cones directly through binding with CRALBP.

**Transfer and reaction in the photoreceptors** IRBP is found to be able to carry 11cRAL and 11cROL and transfer them back to the outer segments for pigment regeneration. After transferred back to the photoreceptor, 11cRAL combines with opsin to reconstitute the cone pigment. Following the regeneration of pigment, 11cROL is oxidized to 11cRAL for cone pigment regeneration by a retinol dehydrogenase (Figure 2).

**AFFECTING FACTORS**

Dark adaptation is susceptible to various factors in different ways.

**Aging** Dark adaptation, especially the rod-mediated phase, is delayed in the older adults. An explanation is that the regeneration of photopigments could be disturbed with the incensement of age. Several evidences found some changes in the RPE-Bruch's membrane complex of the older adults, including the accumulation of lipofuscin in the RPE, the altered structure of RPE, the accumulation of extracellular material between the RPE and Bruch's membrane, the thicken Bruch's membrane, and the reduced hydraulic conductivity of Bruch's membrane. These changes may serve as barriers of the visual cycle. However, the degenerative changes of the photoreceptors should not be neglected, the rods are preferentially affected by aging and degenerate prior to the cones. Taken together, the rod-mediated dark adaptation impairment was greater and faster than cone's.

**Hypoxia** Hypoxia can occur in both physiological and pathological states. The former refers to the exposure to hypoxia at high altitude in mountainers and pilots, while the latter refers to these diseases including cardiac diseases, or local occlusive vascular diseases. Oxygen supply of the retina derives from two independent vascular systems, the choroidal circulation which provides oxygen to the outer retina, while the retinal circulation which provides the oxygen to the inner retina. The photoreceptor layer is completely free of blood vessels in all mammals. Oxygen supply of the photoreceptors is via the diffusion of oxygen from the adjacent vascular structures. But the contribution of oxygen to visual function depends on the conditions of light and dark. Under light conditions, all of the O2 come from the choroidal circulation. In contrast, under darkness condition, O2 diffuse from both the choroid and the retinal circulation. Both the avascular nature of the outer retina and the high oxygen demands of the photoreceptors place this region at the risk of hypoxic insult. This risk exacerbate after dark adaptation due to the increasing oxygen consumption of photoreceptors.

Dark adaptation is highly sensitive to the hypoxia. Even in the normal people, dark adaptation sensitivity begins to drop when there is a slight reduction of inspired oxygen which is equivalent to ascending to 4000 feet (1219 m). Hypoxia might impair the regeneration of photopigment due to the lack of metabolic energy, which is dependent on the supply of oxygen. However, one study on the systemic hypoxia with chronic respiratory insufficiency found that the dark adaptation was relatively normal. The differential vulnerability was partly caused by the effect of PaCO2 on the lumen of vessels. It has been shown that PaCO2 is a strong stimulator of hypercapnia and it can increase the blood flow in choroidal and retinal vessels to counteract the effect of hypoxia.

Supplementary oxygen may increase the arterial oxygen tension, and then enhance the delivery of oxygen from the choroidal and retinal circulation to the photoreceptors. Some investigations showed that 100% oxygen could hasten rod-mediated adaptation. From the practical perspective, it is necessary for the pilot or the mountainers to breathe oxygen even on the ground, which will not only preserve the dark adaptation, but also hastens the process of dark adaptation.

**Glare** When the eye is under dark adaptation, exposure to the glare can results in instantaneous bleaching of photopigments, while the regeneration of photopigments requires a few seconds to a few minutes. During this period, the eye cannot see certain objects or their details. Because vision impairment or vision loss is rapid and takes time to recover, glare can be hazardous. Aging, smoke and disease can increase the susceptibility to glare and prolong the recovery time from glare. These phenomenon usually occur in the night flight and driving, which may lead to accidents and incidents. Accordingly, during night operations crew should be taught to avoid bright lights, such as look away from the bright lights, shield eyes if possible or keep one eye closed in order to protect the other, because the process of dark adaptation is independent of each eye.

**Smoke** Many studies demonstrated that the dark adaptation could be impaired by smoking. However, a few reports suggested there was no relationship existed between the dark
vision and the smoking [59]. The discrepancy may be caused by the differences in the methodology and the duration of smoking. A study showed that recent smoking significantly affected the dark adaptation through reducing the blood flow of retinal circulation, increasing blood viscosity [60] and the vasoconstrictive action of nicotine [61]. Synchronously, the binding of CO to hemoglobin impaired the release of oxygen to the tissues which further compromised the micro-environmental retinal conditions, and all together created a state of hypoxia in retina. Another experiment in mice showed that the exposure to cigarette smoke caused a significant reduction in the function of both rods and cones, particularly under dark-adapted conditions [62]. It was seen that there were morphological changes in the RPE/Bruch's membrane complex, which further impaired the photoreceptor cell integrity. In addition, cigarette smoke exposure might reduce the amount of pigment and the rate of limiting enzyme (RPE65) necessary for the regeneration of photopigments.

DISEASES

Age–related Maculopathy Age-related maculopathy (ARM) is a heterogeneous disorder affects the photoreceptors, RPE, Bruch's membrane and choriocapillaris, and causes irreversible blindness. It has been known that the dark adaptation was sensitive to these primary macular changes. Many studies found that the rod-mediated dark adaptation was impaired in early ARM [63,64], including the delay of rod-cone break and the reduction of rod sensitivity. While the cone-mediated dark adaptation remained normal or near-normal [46,65,66]. Morphological changes of Bruch's membrane-RPE complex have been observed in AMD, such as the thickening of Bruch's membrane, the deposits in sub-RPE. These changes hampered the regeneration of photopigments and the nutrition of photoreceptors [67]. It was found that giving a high dose short-term course of retinol (preformed vitamin A) could improve the dark adaptation in persons with early ARM [68]. Not surprisingly, the dark adaptation delays do not occur in the cone system during early ARM, because cones have another cycle to regenerate the photopigments [2]. Recent studies reported that the cone dark adaptation was impaired in older adults with early AMD or in those at high-risk of early AMD [69]. It could be caused by the disturbances in the cone-specific retinoid cycle, and the competition with rods for retinoid in the canonical visual cycle [70].

Vitamin A Deficiency Vitamin A is critical for photoreceptors function. It has been known that vitamin A deficiency led to a slower dark adaptation [71,72]. In the initial stages of vitamin A deficiency (VAD), rod-mediated adaptation was impaired, while the final level of rhodopsin, the dark-adapted rod threshold, and the cone-mediated adaptation could be entirely normal. During moderate VAD, the rod-threshold would be elevated, and thereafter all rod function was lost, while the final cone-threshold still remained normal, except the rate of dark adaptation was slowed. With the precession of VAD, cone function showed abnormality which occurred in the rods [73,74]. Effects of vitamin A treatment could be obvious and rapid. Many studies showed the effects could occur within a day after supplementation with vitamin A [75], as evidenced by the kinetics and final levels (both rod dark adaptation and rhodopsin) returned to normal after treatment. What is more interesting, the recovery of cone-mediated dark adaptation was faster than that of rods after treatment [73]. Moreover, increased levels of vitamin A might accelerate the rate of transport between the RPE and the outer segments.

Retinitis Pigmentosa Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a group of heterogeneous disorders that characterized by the degeneration of the photoreceptors and RPE [76]. At the early stage, dark adaptation was slowed down and the final threshold was elevated with a biphasic dark adaptation curve [77,78]. As the progress of disease, the rod-mediated dark adaptation was totally lost and the curve showed monophasic [79]. It might be caused by the slow removal of bleaching byproducts that desensitize the rods and interfere with normal photopigments. Another possibility may be the slow photopigments regeneration kinetics and the degeneration of both the photoreceptors and the RPE. Theses together contribute to the abnormality of dark adaptation.

Sorsby Fundus Dystrophy It is a progressive degeneration of the macula caused by the mutations in the tissue inhibitor metalloproteinases-3 (TIMP-3) [80]. Many experimental evidences demonstrated that both rod-mediated and cone-mediated dark adaptation was slow down, the rod-cone breaks were delayed, and finally the absolute threshold was raised in the sorsby fundus dystrophy's (SFD) retina [81,82]. The reversal of these effects by vitamin A supplementation suggested that the deficiency of vitamin A, which is caused by increased barriers between RPE and the choroidal circulation should be responsible for these features.

Fundus Albipunctatus It is a type of congenital stationary night blindness (CSNB) caused by mutations in the 11-cis RDH5 gene [83]. Dark adaptation and rhodopsin regeneration rate are markedly delayed [84]. But after prolonged dark adaptation (>2h), rod sensitivity improves to the almost normal levels. In other words, the final rhodopsin levels and the final visual thresholds return to normal [85].

METHODS OF MEASURING DARK ADAPTATION

Dark adaptation was mainly recorded by adaptometers in the living human eye, which can be divided into two groups: the canonical adaptometer and the rapid adaptometer. The former includes Goldmann-Weekers, Roland, Metro-vision, and YAK-II. After bleaching, the patient is given a stimulus which changes dynamically according to the response. The examination takes at least 30min. It is very exhausting and the patient may get sleepy. The standard for dark adaptation
has long been the Goldmann-Weekers dark adaptometer, which can test different regions of the retina by using an 11° achromatic stimulus. While the methods was limited (5 ascending, 5 descending) and difficult to understand for some patients. The Roland adaptometer has a lot of possibilities how to do a measurement, such as threshold value (the lowest sensitivity without a bleaching) and full program (with a bleaching). The parameters including the fixation (20° by default), the bleaching (7000 cd/m² is the default and optimal value), the stimulation phases and the intensity strategy can be changed/selected depending on needs, but the 7000 cd/m² is too bright for many subjects in our experiment. One interesting thing is that the stimulus is red and green lights during the dark adaptation, which helps to identify the different sensitivity between the cone and rod. The Metro-vision has different illumination for each type instrument, during the dark phase, there are 10° white spot lights presented at the center of the screen which is larger than others. YAK-II adaptometer tests various functions of dark adapted eye, including the scotopic sensitivity, rapid dark adaptation and the absolute threshold, while the stimulus was limited.

Due to the long duration and high patient burden, the examination is impeded from the clinical use. There are some rapid adaptometers or methods accessible. Recently, a short-duration dark adaptation protocol was proposed. The AdaptDx adopts a short-high photoflash for bleach (0.8ms duration, 1.8×10⁴ scotopic cd/m² sec intensity), equivalent to 76% bleaching level for rods. Sensitivity measurements begin immediately after bleaching. The whole test only takes 6.5min, while the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity was similar to the longer duration protocols. Others take the Purkinje shift as indicator for about 6min, which the sensitivity of eye changes from the red end of the visible spectrum toward the blue end when shifting from photopic to scotopic vision.

According to our literature, the dark adaptation of animal was detected mainly through optokinetic response (OKR), reflection densitometry, and electroretinogram (ERG). OKR is a behavior that an animal vibrates its eyes to follow a rotating grating around it, which is known spatial frequency, contrast and velocity. It has been widely used to assess the visual functions in various animals. In order to record a clean OKR without the interference of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), it is essential to prevent body movements during the optokinetic stimulation.

As reflection densitometry, a conventional way of monitoring regeneration of photopigments in the living eye, has been applied in a number of species, it has generally been found that rhodopsin regeneration in other mammalian species is slower than that in human, and sometimes more clearly rate-limited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 The illumination and duration of light adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldmann-Weekers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro-vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAK-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaptDx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to reflection densitometry, the dark adaptation of animal can also be monitored by the technique of ERG. The rod circulating current can be monitored in vivo by recording the scotopic a-wave of the ERG, while the cone visual function was assessed by delivering an initial flash that bleached virtually all rod and cone visual pigments and then following recovery of the cone-initiated b-wave under conditions in which rod signals were suppressed by a pretest flash. However, in laboratory animals such recordings require the use of general anaesthesia. Unfortunately, anaesthetics slow the time course of rhodopsin regeneration. Halothane completely blocks regeneration in mice, while the standard anaesthetics use for ERG experiments in rodents, a mixture of ketamine and xylazine, retard regeneration.

**DISCUSSION**

Dark adaptation mainly depends on the regeneration of the photopigments in both the canonical pathway and the cone-specific pathway. Two pathways are able to promote substantial cone pigment regeneration, the canonical pathway alone is sufficient for complete rod pigment regeneration, while the combined actions of rods and cones are essential for the complete dark adaptation. The elucidation of two visual cycles provides the basis for further investigations on the properties of dark adaptation. With manipulation of mouse genes became increasingly easy, many knockout (KO) strains lack proteins of retinoid cycle have been created, which have provided a powerful tool for investigation the nature and the roles of the proteins in the visual cycle, such as rd1 and rd11 KO mice, pde6β KO mice, cralβp KO mice, abca4 KO mice, and latr KO mice.

Dark adaptation has been known as a tool, particularly in the early diagnosis of diseases and screening for specific occupations, such as pilots and seamen, but has not received much attention in its clinic uses: 1) The long duration of the examination. As mention, the test usually takes at least 30min. It is very wearisome for the patient and can not apply to large-scale screening; 2) No standards parameters for dark adaptometers. The parameters are greatly different among all adaptometers, which resulted the outcomes cannot be comparable between different instruments and laboratories, such as the illumination and duration of light adaptation (Table 1) and the size of pupil (dilated or not), these all may lead to different levels of bleach and different rates of photopigments regeneration. During the dark phase, the color variation in the pupil sizes can significantly affect the test results. Therefore, it is essential to standardize the test conditions and parameters to ensure the reliability and accuracy of dark adaptation measurements.
and size of stimulus also affect the process in dark phase; 3) It is a subjective examination. During the process, the patient should push the button when he/she can feel the light, which means the results depend on the patient's cooperation. These together would substantially impede the use of dark adaptation in clinical work. It will be of great interest to study how to monitor this function.

More and more studies investigate the properties of dark adaptation in animal diseases model through ERG. The CSNB rat lacked distinct b-wave of scotopic 3.0 ERG, and the animal models of glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, and light induced retina damage showed significant reduced amplitude in scotopic 3.0 ERG. On the other hand, the parameters of adaptometers also attract more attention. We are trying to identify the effect of color and size of stimulus on the dark phase. In addition, we are trying to figure out some objective parameters to monitor this examination, such as pupil light reflex, which controls the diameter of the pupil, in response to the luminance of light that falls on the retina, thereby assisting in adaptation to various levels of lightness/darkness.

CONCLUSION

In numerous status, dark adaptation impairment, especially the rod-mediated is substantial and can be used as a practical diagnostic aid for the clinic use, with the advancement of the technology, more and more methods or instruments have been applied, but there are many shortcomings limited the clinic use of dark adaptation. Future explorations are now trying to figure out some better way to understand and monitor this examination. Furthermore, the nature and the roles of proteins and kinetic properties of many visual enzymes in the visual cycle remain to be studied.
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